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Abstract
Recent years have seen a growing emphasis on modern special collections (in themselves no new phenomenon), with a dichotomy between guidance for detailed cataloguing in Descriptive Cataloging of Rare Materials (Books) (DCRM(B), 2007) and the value of clearing cataloguing backlogs expeditiously. This article describes the De la Mare Family Archive of Walter de la Mare's Printed Oeuvre at Senate House Library, University of London, as an example of a modern author collections in an institutional library. It sets out the particular cataloguing challenges faced, looking at both general and copy-specific features and discussing the relation between bibliography and catalogue when no comprehensive bibliography exists. It confirms the adequacy of AACR2 for general cataloguing purposes, while noting the benefit of DCRM(B)’s more expansive copy-specific instructions. 
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Introduction
Modern special collections - that is, special collections of books printed in the machine-press period, from the mid-nineteenth century onwards - are no new phenomenon. My own institution, Senate House Library, University of London (the central research library of the University of London and a major British non-legal deposit academic library) is a good example. Of the over 13,000 titles in the Harry Price Library of Magical Literature (bequeathed 1948), one of the more prominent and heavily used long-standing subject-based special collections, 24.3% date from the second half of the nineteenth century and 57% from the twentieth.​[1]​ This is no isolated instance, with markedly high proportions of machine-press books in the Bromhead Library of about 4,000 works on the history of London (given 1964) and the Malcolm Morley Collection of plays and of works on the theatre (bequeathed 1966) (Bloomfield, 1997: 404-5). And the trend continues: 43.2% of the titles in our newest special collection, the M.S. Anderson Collection of Writings on Russia Printed Between 1525 and 1917 (donated 2008), are from the latter half nineteenth century, with another 13.7% from the twentieth. Author collections of modern writers contain perforce exclusively books from the twentieth and twenty-first centuries: for us, the H.G. Wells Collection and especially the Colin Smythe Terry Pratchett Archive, a comprehensive collection of issues of Terry Pratchett’s works. Senate House Library is by no means atypical in this respect. Other modern special collections range from the Finzi Book Room Collection at Reading University Library to the Carmichael Collection at Glasgow University Library and the Oliver Simon Collection at Aberystwyth University, to take three examples from geographically far-flung institutions of different ages. Indeed, the special collections of some repositories may comprise entirely items from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, such as the University of Bradford, best known for its J.B. Priestley Archive  (http://www.brad.ac.uk/library/special/collections.php). As machine-press books continue to circulate more freely and (in the main) affordably than handpress ones, the proportion is likely to increase. With the growing preponderance of modern special collections comes added emphasis on them, shown in Britain, for example, by the metamorphosis of CILIP’s Rare Books Group into the Rare Books and Special Collections Group (RBSCG)  in 2005 (Attar, 2007: 149-50), and by the RBSCG’s choice of theme for its annual study conference in 2010, 'Rare but not Old': Curating Modern Special Collections’. 
Cataloguing considerations follow curatorial ones. Jackie M. Dooley (1992: 80) has raised the question of when nineteenth-century books may require the same level of detailed cataloguing as hand-press ones, while Carlo Dumontet, recommending detailed terms to adopt to index publishers’ book cloth in an article entitled ‘Nineteenth-Century Bookcloth Grain Classification and the Special Collections Cataloguer’ (2010), assumes from the outset that such books will belong to special collections. Consideration of modern books is a major difference between Descriptive Cataloging of Rare Books (DCRB) and its successor, Descriptive Cataloging of Rare Materials (Books) (DCRM(B)). Whereas DCRB does not exclude modern books (Stalker and Dooley, 1992: 9), its emphasis remains avowedly antiquarian: ‘[These rules] are especially appropriate for such publications produced before the introduction of machine printing in the nineteenth century.’ (DCRB,1991: rule 0A). DCRM(B) departs markedly from this approach, noting ‘the explicit incorporation of machine-made books into the rule text and examples’ as one of ‘the most significant changes from DCRB’ (DCRM(B), 2007: 7) and defining as rare books ‘printed textual monographs receiving special treatment within a repository. Unlike its predecessors, which were intended to apply exclusively to pre-1801 imprints, DCRM(B) may be used for printed monographs of any age or type of production’ (DCRM(B), 2007: rule 1.2). Changes which relate specifically to machine-press books include a new chapter about series statements (DCRM(B), 2007: 119-25), discussion of copyright dates (DCRM(B), 2007: rule 4D6), and reference to ISBNs (DCRM(B), 2007: rule 8B).
	At the same time that the spotlight is shifting towards modern collections with guidance for more detailed description, awareness is heightened of large numbers of books in special collections which remain uncatalogued and hence largely inaccessible. In America the paper ‘Hidden Collections’, the results of which were summarised by Beth M. Russell (2004), looked at the backlog in cataloguing special collections, including modern special collections. This led to the examination of processes to see how they could be streamlined, and observations on the benefit of a high quantity of adequate catalogue records over a small number of very detailed ones (Hubbard and Myers, 2010:137, 142). In Britain, a ‘Survey of Outstanding Material for Retrospective Conversion and Retrospective Cataloguing in CURL Libraries’, conducted by the Consortium of University and Research Libraries (CURL) in 2004, revealed large cataloguing backlogs here too. Certainly at the University of London, despite marked progress since then, backlogs remain; and they can worsen when (as in my institution) new collections are accrued. 
	Several writers have discussed the cataloguing of hand-press books, either generally (e.g. most substantially Russell, 2003), in the context of the relationship between cataloguing and bibliography (e.g. Feather, 1982; Ascher, 2009) or with reference to specific collections (e.g. Attar, 2003). Discussions of cataloguing modern special collections have tended to focus on the challenges connected with cataloguing particular kinds of materials, such as self-published music scores and recordings, compact discs, fanzines and popular fiction among other materials (Falk and Hunker, 2010), comics (Markham, 2009) and children’s books (King, 1992). The only focus I have found on a modern special collection of standard books is M. Winslow Lundy’s description of recording provenance in machine-press books and its value (Lundy, 2008; cf. Pearson, 1997, which is concerned exclusively with provenance in early printed books). The remainder of the current article discusses the rationale and method of cataloguing a special collection of twentieth-century books, the De la Mare Family Archive of Walter de la Mare's Printed Oeuvre at Senate House Library, University of London, as an example of the many modern author collections in institutional libraries.

The De La Mare Collection
 ‘The De la Mare Family Archive of Walter de la Mare's Printed Oeuvre’ was given to the University of London in 2009. It forms the second part of a named modern special collection, ‘The Walter de la Mare Library’. Part One consists of some 700 items owned and used by the poet Walter de la Mare, acquired in 2005 through the good offices of the writer’s grandson, Giles de la Mare, and the generosity of the Friends of Senate House Library; this section was supplemented by some 50 items in 2011. It consists of modern machine-press books, mainly dating from De la Mare’s lifetime (1873-1956), which are intrinsically insignificant from a traditional bibliographical point of view (De la Mare was a reader, not a collector). They gain their importance from their association with the writer, as an indication of his interests and development. Several contain his annotations, the presence of which is noted in the catalogue records, together with the fact of his ownership and circumstances connected with it. Association copies from his fellow-poet Edward Thomas (1878-1917), for example, are a tangible reminder of De la Mare’s literary friendships, described elsewhere (Whistler, 1993:126-7). Bibliographically, a brief list of texts in the Walter de la Mare Society Magazine noting the author, edition, title and imprint of the works and De la Mare’s markings and annotations, is intellectually as valuable as the electronic catalogue records (De la Mare, 2008); the Senate House Library catalogue records, by providing classmarks, serve primarily as a finding aid.
	The ‘Family Archive’ consists of 423 books and pamphlets, of which some belonged to Walter de la Mare himself, others were gifts from him to members of his family, and some came to the family as his literary trustees after his death. A few are items about De la Mare, ranging from a copy of his centenary memorial service ([WdlM] T.414) to standard monographs, one of which, Henry Charles Duffin’s Walter de la Mare: A Study of his Poetry (1949)  is inscribed to De la Mare by its author. ([WdlM] T.372). De la Mare is intellectually responsible for part or all of most of the works, as author, editor or contributor. There are multiple editions, issues or, where distinguished by copy-specific features, copies of several works, most notably Peacock Pie (31), Stories from the Bible (10, plus three editions of individual stories) and Three Royal Monkeys (11 English items and three translations). Some 42 translations indicate how widely De la Mare’s work travelled. The translations into western European languages are supplemented by the short story ‘Seaton’s Aunt’ in a Finnish anthology ([WdlM] T.359), a selection of short stories in Slovenian ([WdlM] T.344), a collection of his poems in Russian, translated by the children’s writer and poet Viktor Lunin and illustrated in colour by Vadim Ivaniuk ([WdlM] T.360), and three poems in a Japanese anthology ([WdlM] T.361). While most of the books are intended for pleasure, school textbooks in the collection indicate De la Mare’s place in a canon in England, America and even the Far East. Several translations, although technically not rare, are predictably scarce in Great British and American academic libraries. A minority of books are intentionally rare: privately printed poems, like Two Poems (a four-page booklet printed in 200 copies for Arthur Rogers in 1938; [WdlM] T.402), and books published by private presses, such as two by the Beaumont Press, Crossings (1921; ([WdlM] T.062) and New Paths (1918; [WdlM] T.138). Another item which can never have circulated widely and is, apart from the Collection’s copy, unrecorded on COPAC (http://copac.ac.uk; the union catalogue of academic and research libraries in Great Britain),  is the school magazine Chorister’s Journal ([WdlM] T.383), which De la Mare co-founded and co-edited at school (Whistler, 1993: 42-3); the Collection contains issues 1-33, starting on 24 September 1889 and continuing until 1892. Unique is a proof copy of the 1924 copy of Peacock Pie, excluding the embellishments of the published text and including De la Mare’s manuscript corrections ([WdlM] T.418). Although the collection is by no means a complete record of all issues of all De la Mare’s output, as is evident from the bibliography at the back of Luce Bonnerot’s monograph (1969) or the versos of title pages listing the dates of various reprints, it may reasonably be considered to be the most complete record public that exists at present.

Describing Reprints
A major decision underpinning cataloguing policy of the De la Mare Family Archive was that reprints matter. Repeatedly, different impressions of a title had different bindings or prices, which contributed to the book’s publishing history. The Listeners and Other Poems (London: Constable, 1922) constitutes a particularly striking example with respect to size: both the first and the eighth impression have the same pagination, but whereas the first impression ([WdlM] T.113) is only 14 centimetres high, the eighth ([WdlM] T.115) is 22 cm. As for price, the 1941 edition of Peacock Pie was priced at four shillings ([WdlM] T.164); the 1951 reprint cost 7s.6d ([WdlM] T.165), and by 1953 the price had risen to 8s.6d ([WdlM] T.166). Stalker and Dooley (1992: 9), have extended the definition of the traditional function of a catalogue record as being identify books on a given subject or by a given author in a collection, to include enabling the precise identification of books on the basis of characteristics that do not relate solely to the works or texts they contain; and this is especially pertinent in a collection like the De la Mare Family Archive. This led us to create a separate catalogue record for each reprint of a title.
Where a bibliography describes evolutions between issues, identification in the catalogue record is readily obtained by referring to the relevant number in the bibliography: a complementary reference source describing the ideal copy as opposed to the item, with a view to providing an overview of all published copies, and often allowing for more detail than a catalogue record traditionally provides (Feather, 1982; Tanselle, 1977; Winship, 1992). Where there is no bibliography, the catalogue record must either contain the information or fail to distinguish fully between reprints. 
An immediate drawback when cataloguing the De la Mare Family Archive was that no detailed, up-to-date bibliography of De la Mare yet exists. Luce Bonnerot and the National Book League have provided the best published records. The National Book League’s Walter de la Mare: A Checklist (1956) is the more detailed of the two, giving the dimensions in inches (height and width) of volumes, price, sometimes a description of contents, limitation statements, and editorial history.  Yet the work, quite apart from being 55 years old, is deliberately incomplete, stating of its Section A, ‘First and variant editions of books by Walter de la Mare’: ‘Editions after the first are included only when they show textual alteration, have illustrations by a different artist, or emanate from a different publisher’ (xi) and of Sections C-G (including Section C, ‘Contributions to periodicals and ephemera’ and Section D, ‘Foreign editions’): ‘Sections C-G are records of material shown in the NBL exhibition rather than complete records in their respective categories.’ (xii). Bonnerot’s 26-page bibliography of De la Mare’s publications has the advantage of being more recent (1969). Yet it, too, is incomplete: ‘Il n’existe pas à ce jour de bibliographie complète des œuvres de De la Mare, et celle que nous proposons ici n’a pas l’ambition de l’être non plus’ (Bonnerot, 1969: 473). It further purposes merely to list De la Mare’s output, not to be descriptive. Entries comprise title, imprint, and, where relevant, illustrator and/or translator, and series. They exclude pagination and whether an item is a hardback or paperback. Bonnerot gives details only of the first and final editions for works issued several times, indicating the existence of others merely by date. 
Thus the catalogue records had to an extent to substitute for a bibliography, as for two issues of Bells & Grass ([WdlM] T.013 and [WdlM] T.014 respectively), with different bindings and prices:

Title: 	Bells & grass : a book of rhymes / by Walter de la Mare ; with illustrations by F. Rowland Emett. 
Alternative title: 	Bells and grass 
Imprint:   	London : Faber and Faber, 1941. 
Physical description:	154 p. : ill. ; 22 cm. 
Note:	Bound in green cloth. Blue dustwrapper with picture on white background. 
Note:    	Price: 7s.6d. 


Title:	Bells & grass : a book of rhymes / by Walter de la Mare ; with illustrations by F. Rowland Emett. 
Alternative title: 	Bells and grass 
Imprint:   	London : Faber and Faber, 1941 (1965 printing) 
Physical description:	154 p. : ill. ; 21 cm. 
Note:   	7th impression. 
Note:	Bound in yellow cloth. Bluish-green dustwrapper with  picture on yellow background. 
Note:	Price: 13s.6d.

When prices changed within, issues, we recorded the change in a copy-specific note within a single bibliographical record, as below.

Binding note: 	ULL copies are bound in original dustwrappers. Price tag on copy at [WdlM] T.154: £7.99. Price tag on copy at [WdlM] T.155: £8.99’. UK-LoURL
(for two copies of the 1989 edition of Peacock Pie illustrated by Louise Brierley, evidently sold at different times)

Note: 	Price: £4.95.
Copy-specific note: 	ULL copy at [WdlM] T.133 has price ticket for £5.95 stuck over printed price on back cover. UK-LoURL
(for a record incorporating three copies of a single edition of Molly Whuppie, retold by Walter de la Mare and illustrated by Errol Le Cain)

Other General Cataloguing Decisions 
Differentiating between issues was one way of stressing publishing history, reception and, implicitly, the books as artefacts. Another was to index all illustrators or decorators, from the eminent (Edward Ardizzone) to the obscure (‘Bold’), as contributing ‘an important feature of the work’ (AACR2 rule 21.30K2, c), not something we should have done uniformly had the same books been scattered among the general collections.
When Walter de la Mare’s intellectual contribution to a work was not immediately apparent (as author, editor, or the writer of an introduction, named on a title page), we stated the relationship of De la Mare to the work. This applied typically to anthologies, such as several volumes of Georgian Poetry. We used the MARC field 505 for partial contents:

Includes 'Music', 'Wanderers', 'Melmillo', 'Alexander', 'The mocking fairy', 'Full moon' and 'Off the ground' by Walter de la Mare, of which all but 'Music' are from 'Peacock pie'. (Georgian Poetry, 1913-1915 (1915); [WdlM] T.093)

Includes: The magic jacket / Walter de la Mare. 
(Junior Great Books: a Program of Interpretive Reading and Discussion. Ser. 5, 2nd Semester, v. 2 (1987); [WdlM] T.318

We did not, however, index Walter de la Mare as an added author. This was a perhaps inconsistent compromise between indicating De la Mare’s connection with the item, to explain its presence in the collection, and the judgement that outside the context of the collection, De la Mare’s contribution was not significant (cf AACR2 rule 21.30F1). 
	Single issues of periodicals, fortunately few in number, provided a challenge, encountered in similar contexts in other collections. Experience taught us the unhelpfulness of cataloguing the periodical as a run and recording in the holdings note that we held only a single issue; users overlooked the holdings note and expected us to have the entire run. This problem did not arise if the single issue was held in addition to a run of the journal, but in such cases we were reluctant to clutter the general descriptive record with provenance information pertaining to the single issue.
	Therefore, we gambled on the assumption that users would not be interested in articles in the single issue other than the article by or about Walter de la Mare which justified its place in the collection, and catalogued, not the issue, but merely the piece in it relevant for the collection, as if it had been an offprint or had been torn out of the whole. The only difference was that the note recorded that the item catalogued was ‘in’, rather than ‘from’, the journal in question. For example:

Author: 	Bonnerot, Luce. 
Title:	Traduire Walter de la Mare / [Luce Bonnerot] 
Imprint:   	Paris : Didier Erudition, 1990. 
Physical description:	p. [186]-193 ; 23 cm. 
Note:   	Article in: Etudes anglaises, 43(2) (Apr. - June 1990) 
Subject:	De la Mare, Walter, 1873-1956 -- Translations into French. 
Title added entry: 	Etudes anglaises. 43 

An exception was the Horn Book Magazine for June 1957 ([WdlM] T.371), which was clearly marked as ‘A Walter de la Mare issue’ and was relevant in its entirety for the collection. We catalogued this as if it were a single volume of a monograph series, with the pagination and date reflecting the details of the single issue:

Title: 	The horn book magazine. June 1957, v. 33, no. 3. A Walter de la Mare issue.
Imprint:  	Boston : Horn Book, 1957.
Physical description:  	p. [185]-256 : ill. ; 23 cm.

We emphasised that it was a single issue with the words ‘Single issue’ in a note. Had we possessed the journal run, we should have added a holdings note for that issue to the general holdings information.
Operating on a case-by-case basis instead of codifying practice beforehand led to some inconsistency. Looking back, I do not think that this matters, because clarity remains:

ISSN: 	0002-5224 
Key title:	Alfred Hitchcock's mystery magazine 
Title:	Alfred Hitchcock's mystery magazine. Vol. 37, no. 3 (March 1992). 
Imprint:   	New York, N.Y. : Davis Publications, 1992. 
Physical description:   157 p. ; 19 cm. 
Note:   	Title from cover. 




Examination of the collection soon revealed that the items were of different provenance. Ultimately, all books came from the De la Mare family broadly, and had been consciously brought together, with a note from 2001 from a former owner accompanying the part-manuscript, part-printed Choristers' Journal ([WdlM] T.383) referring specifically to the ‘De la Mare Family Archive’. The leading, albeit not exclusive, force in bringing the books together appeared to be Richard Herbert Ingpen (‘Dick’) de la Mare (1901-1986), Walter de la Mare’s oldest son, who also published some of his father’s works (Whistler, 1993: 349). 
Books printed after De la Mare’s death had been sent to the family as literary trustees by the publishers and were unmarked. Numerous earlier books are presentation copies, whose inscriptions frequently indicate the closeness of relationships within the De la Mare family: books given from Walter de la Mare to his wife, Elfrida (12 books), to his son Richard (23 books), to Richard’s wife, Catherine (two books). A thirteenth book of Elfrida’s, Poems for Children (1930; [WdlM] T.204) was sent to her by the publisher, from the Henry Holt firm in New York, and shows his attitude towards the work: ‘'For Elfrida de la Mare from the publisher who will never be prouder of his association with a book than with this one. Herschel Brickell'. Other books belonged to Walter de la Mare himself. Sometimes they reached him in roundabout ways. Three imprints from the 1920s, two of them American, were sent to him by an acquaintance from Brooklyn, New York (name undeciphered) between Christmas 1951 and February 1955, all decades after their publication (The Riddle and Other Tales (New York, 1923; [WdlM] T.221); Broomsticks and Other Tales (London, 1925; [WdlM] T.021); The Connoisseur and Other Stories (New York, 1926; [WdlM] T.059), while eight books were given by De la Mare to a Walter Sutton and then found their way back to the family.  One book, a collection of ghost stories selected by Walter de la Mare’s son Colin and introduced by Walter de la Mare, contains a long inscription from Colin indicating his father’s assistance: ‘To dearest Daddy with all love from Colin. Thanking you with all my heart, for not only the present help you gave me, but also for keeping me at it! April 1931’ ([WdlM] T.315).
Former owners are mentioned in provenance notes and their names are indexed in the catalogue records. For the books issued after De la Mare’s death, this was in the form: ‘ULL copy is from the estate of Walter de la Mare’, with the index point ‘De la Mare family’. Books known to have belonged to Walter de la Mare himself bear the note: ‘ULL copy is from the personal collection of Walter de la Mare’, with further explanation where relevant, such as: ‘with his pencilled corrections to the index’ ([WdlM] T.232). Earlier books all indicate the name of the inscriber, the recipient and the date when present. Even the date shows something about the De la Mare family, for example with Walter giving books to Elfrida immediately upon publication as a kind of offering of himself. Shorter inscriptions were often transcribed, e.g.:

ULL [WdlM] copy is inscribed: 'Fridy with love from Many-tailed J.'|5UK-LoURL (on Two Tales (1925); [WdlM] T.298);

ULL copy is inscribed: 'Fridy [i.e. Walter de la Mare's wife] with love from J. Christmas, 1919.' UK-LoURL' (Flora (1919?); [WdlM] T.089 (fol.);

ULL copy at [WdlM] T.066 is inscribed by Walter de la Mare to 'Katta' (i.e. Catherine, wife of Richard de la Mare) in a four-line verse on half-title. ULL copy at [WdlM] T.069 inscribed on half-title: 'For Katta with love: from W.J. dlM, May 1930'. UK-LoURL (two separate copies of Desert Islands and Robinson Crusoe (1930);

ULL copy is inscribed: "Dearest Mr Dickiebird from his D. Christmas 1928". UK-LoURL (At First Sight (1928); [WdlM] T.004)

ULL copy is inscribed: 'To Walter Sutton in sackcloth & ashes for a better (pro tem) from Walter de la Mare'. Pencilled date beneath inscription: 11/12/1922. UK-LoURL (The Listeners and Other Poems (1922); [WdlM] T.115)

Longer inscriptions were summarised rather than transcribed, such as the verse to Catherine on Desert Islands and Robinson Crusoe and the inscription from Colin de la Mare cited above. The longest inscription consists of 33 lines on St Andrews: Two Poems (London, 1926; one each by Rudyard Kipling and Walter de la Mare; [WdlM] T.247). The playful inscription reads:

Dear Richard,
This pamphlet (bound in boards though it be) is – it may be such – a literary curiosity & as such perhaps merits a place in your library. The first of its authors is famous wherever the English language is spoken – well or ill; & in this connexion I grieve to see he rhymes learning & morning, ay & even in his first stanza! The second of them has evidently – as the saying goes – “done his best.” And the one merciful comment is, He could scarce have done less. It were cruel to add worse. But why a curiosity? you will be asking. Because my dear funny friend I knew this Mr de G Palaver when he wasn’t three hands high & was called Little Jack. Even now I falter at the Walter; & though if he were not a short stumpy sort of scribbler, I might suppose the LL after his name stands for long-legged (since it cannot [more aptly] signify long-eared), of the D I have no doubt in the world.
Supply, pray, the missing letters – DxxxE, & believe me, Richard, your well-meaning friend
							Thomas Lacey Arbuthnot

The provenance note in the catalogue record states: ‘ULL [WdlM] copy has long inscription from Walter de la Mare to his son Richard on front free endpaper (recto and verso)’. Do users miss out? Perhaps; but cataloguing targets must be met, and enough information is present for them to request the book or contact the library to ask about the detail of the inscription if that interests them. 
	Related to this are books marked up by De la Mare: for example, copies of Ding Dong Bell (1924) and of Rupert Brooke and the Intellectual Imagination (1920), both with his pencilled corrections ([WdlM] T.075 and T.230 respectively). Especially significant are the rare occasions where manuscript amendments show revisions of the poetry, creative process at work, notably a 1955 reprint of Peacock Pie where, for example, ‘Betwixt the legs of the glittering chair’ is amended to ‘between the legs of the glittering chair’ in line 9 of ‘the Ride-by-Nights’ and ‘If ever, when you are a-roam’ becomes ‘If ever, when off you roam’ in stanza 3, line 2 of ‘Tit for tat’ ([WdlM] T.160). General annotations were noted within the provenance, note, as below:

ULL copy is from the personal collection of Walter de la Mare, with his pencilled corrections. UK-LoURL. (Ding Dong Bell (1924); [WdlM] T.075).

If changes could not be associated with provenance, they were recorded in a copy-specific note (59x): 

ULL copy contains pencilled annotations pertaining to illustrations by Jocelyn Crowe for subsequent editions. Some pages have colour illustrations pasted on them; some have pages with printed illustrations attached to original pages. 30 p. inserted looseleaf at end, each leaf annotated and one (p. 57) with tailpiece pasted on. UK-LoURL (Peacock Pie; [WdlM] T.171)

The specific manuscript alterations were not noted; as for lengthy inscriptions, enough information was present for researchers who wish to pursue this line to do so. Digitisation of the relevant pages, linked to the catalogue record, would be a viable future option.

Bindings
Items in the De la Mare Collection were issued in publishers’ bindings. We noted in a copy-specific binding note (MARC field 563:) the presence of original dustwrappers on books as an unusual feature, because within the general library dustwrappers are removed, and even within the collection some wrappers may have been lacking. Each named special collection at Senate House Library is described briefly on our web pages, and the De la Mare description states that the presence of dustwrappers is noted (http://www.shl.lon.ac.uk/specialcollections/delamare.shtml); thus users can infer that no note means no wrapper.
Binding notes pertaining to entire issues rather than to specific copies went in general notes (Note:), as for the two catalogue records for the fourth and fifth impressions of Behold, This Dreamer (both printed in 1952; [WdlM] T.009 and [WdlM] T.008 respectively):

Note:    4th impression. 
Note:    Bound in grey cloth. Title, ill. and author's name in rectangle on spine, 88 mm. 

Note:    5th impression. 
Note:    Bound in blue cloth. Title, ill. and author's name in rectangle on spine, 128 mm.

Occasionally bindings varied between copies of an issue, and this was then recorded in a copy-specific note, as for two copies of the 1923 edition of Come Hither:

Provenance note:   ULL copy at [WdlM] T.050 is inscribed: 'To my beloved R,  Bibliophile - wishing him an Unique First Folio (suitably  inscribed) and Many Happy Returns of the Day. June 4 1924'. ULL copy at [WdlM] T.051 is inscribed: 'Walter  Sutton, 5/11/1923'; 'With best wishes, Walter de la Mare.  December 1923. UK-LoURL 
Binding note:   	ULL copy at [WdlM] T.050 is bound in white cloth with gilt borders and edges and reddish-brown leather label on spine. ULL copy at [WdlM] T.051 is bound in green cloth with blind borders; title printed directly on spine. UK- LoURL

In the above instance, the reference to ‘an unique first folio’ in the provenance note suggests that the copy for Richard was specially bound. But even the same impression could come in different bindings:

Title:	O lovely England, and other poems / by Walter de la Mare.
Imprint:   	London : Faber and Faber, 1953. 
Physical description:   80 p. ; 23 cm. 
Provenance note:   	ULL copies are from the personal collection of Walter de la Mare. UK-LoURL 
Binding note:   	ULL copies are bound in original dustwrappers. Blurb on dustwrapper of copy at [WdlM] T.140 is one paragraph. Blurb on dustwrapper of copy at [WdlM] T.141 adds a second  paragraph, from review in 'National & English review', and lists of books by Walter de la Mare on the outside and inside of back of dustwrapper have been reset. UK-LoURL

Title:	The three royal monkeys / by Walter de la Mare ; with  drawings by Mildred E. Eldridge. 
Edition:    	2nd impression 
Imprint:   	London : Faber & Faber, 1946. 
Physical description:   272 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 21 cm. 
Provenance note:   	ULL copies are from the personal collection of Walter de  la Mare. UK-LoURL 
Binding note:   	ULL copy at [WdlM] T.281 is bound in mauve cloth with red top edge, maroon line drawing on front cover and silver spine lettering. ULL copy at [WdlM] T.305 is bound in red cloth with gilt top edge, line drawing on front cover and spine lettering; with glassine wrapper in slipcase. UK-LoURL

Cataloguing rules
We wanted to catalogue the collection following AACR2 rather than DCRM(B), to maintain consistency with records for other modern books both within the general catalogue and in Special Collections, and for the sake of speed: not only is AACR2 quicker to apply than DRM(B) for original cataloguing, but derived catalogue records could be expected to follow AACR2.  The cataloguing process confirmed the adequacy of AACR2 to meet our needs. 
	Concerning general principles, the above has brought out clearly the value of separate catalogue records for reprints with their differing designs. AACR2 provides excellently for this contingency with the clear direction: ‘Give the place, name of printer, and/or date of printing, if they are found in the item and differ from the place, name of publisher, etc., and date of publication, etc., and are considered important by the cataloguing agency’ (rule 2.4G2). DCRM(B) recommends as its default that reprints should be treated as if they were the first edition, with a note of the reprint in a copy-specific note (appendix E1.3-4), although it specifies that this default approach ‘is not prescriptive and indeed may not be desirable in every situation’ (appendix E2.1), noting factors such as the comprehensiveness of an institution’s collections, the perceived needs of users, and the presence of a standard bibliography as factors influencing the decision of when to create separate bibliographic records for variants (appendix E2.2). The strengths of DCRM(B) for recording unnumbered leaves or pages defining differences between reprints, or for transcribing full wordings in imprints (both of which could be invaluable for differentiating between undated nineteenth-century publications), proved irrelevant for the twentieth-century De la Mare Collection. 
AACR2 and DCRM(B) both refer to the price of resources. Neither rule quite addresses the situation we encountered.  AACR2 provides instructions about recording price under ‘terms of availability’, in the ISBN note (rule 1.8E1). In a somewhat more applicable rule, DCRM(B), rule 1A2.2, refers to prices when they appear on the title page, instructing the cataloguer to omit such information from the title proper but to transcribe or describe in a note if required. General note fields allow for recording the price whichever set of rules is followed.
The explicit guidance provided by DCRM(B) for copy-specific features was highly relevant for the De la Mare Collection. The much briefer instructions in AACR2 and the instructions to succeed them, Resource Description and Access (RDA) allow implicitly for the level of detail considered in DCRM(B) but do not supply it. DCRM(B) provides detailed guidance on provenance, reading:

Make a local note to describe details of an item’s provenance, if considered important. In less detailed descriptions, it is advisable to summarize provenance information, without providing exact transcriptions or descriptions of the evidence. Include the names of former owners or other individuals of interest and approximate dates, whenever possible. More detailed descriptions of provenance might include such additional features as exact transcriptions of autographs, inscriptions, bookplates, stamps, shelfmarks, etc.; location of each in the item; approximate dates when known […]. (DCRM(B), rule 7B19.2)

One of its two examples is, if not necessarily of a modern book, indubitably of twentieth-century provenance: ‘Beinecke Library copy with inscription of Langston Hughes dated 1954’ or, in the more detailed form, ‘Beinecke Library copy inscribed by Langston Hughes on t.p.: ‘Especially for Louise Bennett with admiration, sincerely, Langston, New York, Oct. 8, 1954.’ AACR2 (rule 1.7B20) states merely: ‘Give important descriptive details of the particular copy being described’, and gives two brief examples, at rules 1.7B20 and 2.7B20 respectively: ‘‘Ms. notes by author on endpapers’; ‘Library’s copy signed and with marginalia by the author’ (rule 2.18F1 provides further examples explicitly for early printed monographs). 
	DCRM(B) rule 7B10.4 takes publishers’ bindings into account: ‘Describe details of an artist’s book or a publisher-issued binding, if considered important’, with examples. AACR2, while acknowledging the desire to make notes on copy-specific bindings for early printed monographs (rule 2.18F1), is silent on publishers’ bindings, except for an indirect note under rule 2.7B10 ‘Physical description’: ‘Make notes on important physical details that are not included in the physical description area.’ One example, probably included for its relevance to illustration, also pertains to the binding: ‘Coloured map of Australia on endpapers’. 
	In summary, AACR2 provides equal scope with DCRM(B) for copy-specific notes, although DCRM(B) provides more guidance about their application. The assimilation of the more detailed DCRM(B) notes with RDA would be welcome, and would fit well with the definition of the item as one of the four entities of functional requirements for bibliographic records underpinning RDA, enumerated in various sources (e.g. IFLA, 2007). Awareness of DCRM(B) enriches knowledge of the flexibility of copy-specific information that can go into catalogue records.

Conclusion
The evidence of the Walter de la Mare collection is that cataloguing codes, even when they provide limited specific guidance for collecting modern special collections, allow for cataloguers’ discretion to provide detailed records. For general descriptive cataloguing, AACR2 is adequate; for copy-specific notes, DCRM(B) gives more explicit guidance, but says nothing that is incompatible with AACR2 (or RDA). The De la Mare Family Archive makes clear that collections of any age in which books are to be seen as artefacts present challenges. While modern special collections do not require the same level of knowledge as early printed ones in dating handwriting or dating and placing bindings, such collections certainly require the same level of thought as to how the collection might be accessed and what information should be presented and indexed to help the user. For content, a modern special collection can pose the same challenges as an early one in terms of languages present and the dilemma of single issues of periodicals. The value of recording general features often ignored is especially clear when there is no comprehensive bibliography to which a cataloguer can refer, so that simply to distinguish between issues the catalogue must assume some of the role of the bibliographer. There is a place for guidance, or more sharing of experience, to which it is hoped that this article will contribute.
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^1	  Proportions are correct at the time of submission. Changes in the light of new acquisitions are likely to result in still higher proportions of titles from the machine-press period.
